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Our project aims to rehabilitate abandoned public
areas by involving local actors to take ownership of
the area and create social links through innovative
methods of non-formal education and citizen
participation. We believe that giving a second life to
these areas by developing economic and/or cultural
activities contributes to upgrading our territory by
directly involving the inhabitants.

Within the partner local communities, there are
many abandoned public spaces, especially in
popular neighborhoods. Restoring life to these
places in the communities helps to improve the
well-being of the inhabitants, feel integrated into
their community and create new opportunities for
the development of the territory.

PARTNERS:

e-rescue.eu

INTRODUCTION

https://www.ata-ro.eu/en
https://compagnie342.eu/
https://tamonopatia.org/
https://www.acarbio.org/
https://e-rescue.eu/


The autumn harvest
season has arrived in
Tramonti and we,
ACARBIO community,
discovered a tradition of
the terraced landscape
and started to make our
very own wine. Taking
part in the local
agricultural processes
there were some
circumstances that we
learned about:

WINE-MAKING ON THE TERRACES OF TRAMONTI
|

Implemented by ACARBIO

Since the Middle Ages, locals built terraces on the
mountainsides to make the land of the Amalfi Coast
cultivable. The technique of engineering the stonewalls
has been the same for centuries, so the knowledge of the
locals is essential for preserving the good condition of
the terraces. 

 
 

The value of this regional
uniqueness is significant

culturally, economically, and
environmentally. Therefore,

it is no surprise that the
Amalfi Coast has been part

of the UNESCO World
Heritage Sites since 1997.

 



At the same time,
having terraced
landscapes means
that the farmers
must maintain
them in order to
keep the soil from
sliding down the
mountain hill. 

So, on these terraces,
we are part of a process

to maintain their
integrity and have begun

the wine-making
process, starting from

the harvest through the
pressing until the

fermentation. Now the
next big question is: how

should we name our
Amalfi Coast wine?

 
 

Because of the microclimate created by the mountains,
heavy rainfalls regularly occur, so one of the most
important methods that farmers use is creating
waterways in which the rain can flow away. Unfortunately,
nowadays, they are threatened by abandonment because
of changes in lifestyle and economy.

WINE MAKING ON THE TERRACES OF TRAMONTI | Implemented by ACARBIO



No summer without organizing the ATA Tent for the town days!
This year 2022, we organized again the ATA Tent on the football
pitch, which was invented in the RESCUE project. The activities
we prepared for the children allowed them to have a lot of fun.
We colored the tent with ornaments we made from different
types, colorful paper and cardboards. Each volunteer had a
task at 7 different stations. Reading books, experimenting, and
face painting, they painted plastic plates with colorful paints,
and there was a corner with toys for babies.

Many parents brought their
babies, and we played games

together in that corner. They had
a lot of fun with Cofukkar balloon

guns and water balloons. We
painted many children’s faces at

the face-painting station, and they
all really enjoyed it. At the
experimental station, they

experimented by making bubbles
with a simple plastic bottle,

detergent, food coloring and
socks. Many children had their

photos taken in the photography
section we prepared.

 
 

ATA TENT – TENT OF FUN | Implemented by ATA



Volunteers and the whole team worked very devotedly to
decorate the tent and organize the activities with the children.
Volunteers also made lemonade and offered it to everyone who
attended. Coordinators helped with what non-English speaking
children wanted. Parents seemed very happy that their children
were spending time with such activities. With their faces
painted, the children wanted to take pictures with a few
volunteers.

A lot of children came to the tent
to have their faces painted because
we distributed tickets at the festival

area and encouraged the children
to come to the tent. In fact, when

they saw each other’s faces
painted, they wanted to come, so
the plug was not enough and we

made many patterns. The children
were very interested in the tent,
and we decorated the place with
balloons, octopuses made from

paper, colored papers. It was
quite interesting!

 
 

ATA TENT – TENT OF FUN | Implemented by ATA

We reached our
goal and 

had a fun time!
We hope to
reach many
children and

make  everything
better by doing

much more
beautiful
activities!

 
 
 
 



SCHOOL PAINTING | Implemented by ACARBIO

Another school in the village remained a grey and sad theatre,
losing the freshness of its youth. The "Make it Green" team
gathered in August to find RESCUEing ideas for paintings for the
walls. With the hope to be a pretty surprise for the kids coming
back to school in September. 
It is very important for ACARBIO to be able to lead people
towards art. Indeed, it can help to make changes. The idea was
not only to RESCUE it but to give people the envy to come and
organize other activities, workshops, and art rescuing projects.

Did you know that during
the summer ACARBIO

has a project that brings
15 volunteers from all
over Europe together?

Named ”Make it green”, it
aims to do sustainability-
related activities and live

in a community for a
month inside one of

Tramonti’s kindergartens. 

The volunteers first started the
”RESCUE” by painting over the
walls in beautiful bright colors.

Then the drawings started.
Picturing musical notes, theatre
masks and a door that opens to
freedom of speech, the artwork
depicts hope for the power of
creativity in our society. Two
weeks later, the theatre was

ready to welcome the children
and their biggest supporters

(the parents) again. 
 
 
 



A few years ago, we had no idea how amazing results we will
have in the future about the AVICOLA football pitch. After we
joined the RESCUE project, we thought that this field would be
nice for some event but never thought how much it would
mean for the locals. After two successful summers, when we
organized the town days with more than 6000 people,
including our amazing ATA Tent for the children, this year, 2022,
the town hall asked us to help to organize there Oktoberfest,
which has never been organized before in our region. So at the
very beginning of September, we all sat down and started to
talk about an event on the football field, which was RESCUEd
by the project. 

We have invited more
than 10 brass bands from other
towns, even from Hungary. After
this, it became an international

initiative. After many music
groups responded yes, we

thought we would invite local
dance groups. We continued with
so many programs, as we invited

two of Transylvania's most
famous comedians, who

entertained the visitors on Friday
and Saturday evenings.

 

 

OKTOBERFEST ON A RESCUED FOOTBALL PITCH | Implemented by ATA



And yes, we know that
Oktoberfest is not an event
according to local traditions,
but we tried to introduce local customs into it. We decorated
the place with products from local producers, local producers
could sell meat, sausages, cheeses and spices.

            In addition to 
all these, there was

a huge amusement park
section that entertained the
children. There was a dance
party and a retro music ball.
More than 2,000 local and
surrounding people visited

the festival, which was
organized this year for the
first time but not for the 

last time.
 
 
 
 

Implemented by ATA

In the end, 
the city 

bought a 
new tent, 
which will 

be used for 
some of the 
upcoming 

events.
 
 
 
 

OKTOBERFEST ON A RESCUED FOOTBALL PITCH |



Within the framework of our RESCUE project, we are currently
working with the village committee of Poros (Lefkada) to
convert the old primary school of Poros into a museum of the
traditional "Poursaniko knives", for which this village is known.

We have already
prepared the school. We
are currently preparing
the 3D plan inside the

desired space and
researching the history

of the knife crafts
"Porsaniko".

RESCUE INITIATIVE IN POROS VILLAGE | Implemented by SOLIDARITY TRACKS



As the outdoor space is already set up, in December, we
organized a dissemination event of the RESCUE project during
which we presented to the citizens of Lefkada e-rescue.eu
platform the various tools created and the initiatives taken by
our partners. During this event, the citizens behind the initiative
presented the village development programme within the
framework of the RESCUE project, such as the creation of
attraction spaces and murals that reflect the local culture in
the centre of the village. 

EVENTS IN POROS VILLAGE | Implemented by SOLIDARITY TRACKS

On December 1st, to
promote the museum

space being created, we
organized a light mapping

event, where young
professionals prepared
and carried out a light

show programme on the
school's exterior wall. Over

70 people attended the
event.

 A space of the 
mentioned school 

in Poros will be 
dedicated to the 

local cultural 
organization to 

organize various 
artistic and 

cultural activities 
and meetings for 

the benefit of local 
citizens. 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/61TeGP08utM


Scan QR code
to visit the
platform


